
Flag Care & Tips This flag is not invincible and improper use will
result in damage, so please take care of your flag.

Feather and Teardrop Shaped Flags Sail Flags

Important Tips
to prolong the life of your product 

Feed the Pole
thought the sleeve

Hook the loop
around the hook
on the handle

You can tighten or
loosen the cord
if necessary

Hook the loop
around the hook
on the handle

You can tighten or
loosen the cord
if necessary

Feed the short thin
pole through the
top sleeve

DO NOT let your flag rub against the wall or the ground as this will cause
unnecessary wear on the light material

DO NOT put bases in the bag.
The Bag is for the flag and the pole only and is not designed to take
weight.

WHEN PUTTING THE FLAG AWAY do not pull the
pole out from the bottom, instead, pinch the end of
the flag and shake, the pole should slide out.
DO NOT STORE THE FLAG WET If the flag was wet
when taken down, you must dry it as soon as possible.

DO NOT use in extreme weather conditions
The Flag can be used in wind speeds up to 18mph.
If you use the flag in speeds above 18mph you will limit the life-span of
your flag

Feed the main pole
through most of
the sleeve

Connect the two
together then finish
feeding the sleeve
on the main pole 

BEFORE USE. To remove any excess ink or fabric coating from the printing process we
recommend hand rinsing your flags with cold water until the water runs clear. Dry naturally.

          Wash a dirty flag at 30° with a mild detergent in the washing machine.
Due to the enviroment that flags and bases can be used we are unable to give a guarantee
on them and that it is your responsibilty to maintain and care for the product, failure to do
so may shorten the flag and accessories life span.
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